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REFINED GLUING FOR VACUUM EINSTEIN
CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS
ERWANN DELAY AND LORENZO MAZZIERI
Abstract. We first show that the connected sum along submanifolds
introduced by the second author for compact initial data sets of the
vacuum Einstein system can be adapted to the asymptotically Euclidean
and to the asymptotically hyperbolic context. Then, we prove that in
any case, and generically, the gluing procedure can be localized, in order
to obtain new solutions which coincide with the original ones outside of
a neighborhood of the gluing locus.
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1. Introduction
It is well known [8] that a vacuum solution (Z, γ) for the Einstein system
Ricγ = 0, where Z is an (m+1)-dimensional manifold and γ is a Lorentzian
metric, may be obtained from solutions to the vacuum Einstein constraint
equations on an m-dimensional space-like Riemannian submanifold (M, g˜)
of Z (for further details see eg. [4]). To fix the notations, we say that the
triple (M, g˜, Π˜), where M is a smooth manifold, g˜ is a Riemannian metric
and Π˜ is a symmetric (2, 0) tensors is a solution to the vacuum Einstein
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constraints equations if the following relationships are satisfied
J(g˜, Π˜) := divg˜ Π˜− d
(
trg˜ Π˜
)
= 0(1)
ρ(g˜, Π˜) := Rg˜ − |Π˜|
2
g˜ +
(
trg˜ Π˜
)2
= 0 .(2)
Here divg˜ and trg˜ are respectively the divergence operator and the trace op-
erator computed with respect to the metric g˜ and Rg˜ is the scalar curvature
of the metric g˜. In the following we will also refer to the triple (M, g˜, Π˜) as
(vacuum) initial data set or Cauchy data set. We also point out that when
the evolution (Z, γ) of the initial data set is considered according to the
hyperbolic formulation of the vacuum Einstein system, then g˜ and Π˜ turn
out to be respectively the Riemannian metric and the second fundamental
form induced by the Lorentzian metric γ on the space-like slice M .
Of interest in this paper are constant mean curvature (briefly CMC) initial
data sets, this means that τ := trg˜ Π˜ is a constant. In the case the system
above becomes equivalent to a semi-decoupled system. In fact, following [8],
[20] and [21], one can split the second fundamental form Π˜ into trace free
and pure trace parts
Π˜ = µ˜ +
τ
m
g˜ ,(3)
where µ˜ is a symmetric 2-tensor such that trg˜ µ˜ = 0. Applying the so called
conformal method, we set
g˜ =: u4/m−2 g and µ˜ =: u−2 µ ,(4)
where the conformal factor u is a positive smooth function on M . It is
now straightforward to check that g˜ and Π˜ verify the Einstein constraint
equations (1) and (2) if and only if g, µ and u satisfy{
trg µ = 0
divg µ = 0
(5)
∆g u − cmRg u + cm |µ |
2
g u
− 3m−2
m−2 − cm
m−1
m τ
2 u
m+2
m−2 = 0 ,(6)
with cm =
m−2
4 (m−1) . Notice that our Laplacian is negative definite.
Therefore, starting with a metric g and a real number τ , one can obtain a
τ -CMC solution to the Einstein constraints by producing a symmetric (2, 0)-
tensor µ which verifies (5) (for short a TT-tensor) together with a smooth
positive solution u to (6), which will play the role of the conformal factor.
Using then (4) it is easy to recover the triple (M, g˜, Π˜).
In this context and due to the physical meaning, the equation (1) (or
equivalently the second equation in (5)) is known as the momentum con-
straint, whereas the equation (2) is the so called Hamiltonian constraint and
modulo the conformal transformations it corresponds to the Lichnerowicz
equation (6).
1.1. Conformal gluing. In the spirit of [31], we suppose now to start
with two Cauchy data sets in the semi-decoupled formulation of the con-
straints, namely two solutions (Mi, gi, µi, ui, τ), i = 1, 2 to equations (5)
and (6) with the same constant mean curvature τ and we construct the gen-
eralized connected sum of the m-dimensional manifolds M1 and M2 along
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a common isometrically embedded k-dimensional Riemannian submanifold
(K, gK) with codimension n := m − k ≥ 3. This construction consists in
excising a small ε-tubular neighborhood (i.e. a tubular neighborhood of size
ε ∈ (0, 1)) of K in both the starting manifolds and in identifying the dif-
ferentiable structures along the leftover boundaries as explained in [29] and
summarized in Section 2. The reasons for requiring n ≥ 3 is discussed in
[29] and [30] as well as in [31]. Our goal is then to endow the new manifold
Mε = M1 ♯K,εM2 with a Riemannian structure gε and a symmetric TT-
tensor µε such that it is possible to find a solution uε to the Lichnerowicz
equation (6).
In [31] the second author treated the case where M1, M2 and K are com-
pact. Here we extend the conformal gluing construction to the case where
M1 and M2 are asymptotically Euclidean (AE) and asymptotically hyper-
bolic (AH) and the submanifold K is still compact. The generalized con-
nected sum along a non compact submanifold embedded in asymptotically
Euclidean or asymptotically hyperbolic initial data sets seems to require
some extra assumption on the behavior of K at infinity and will be the
object of further investigations.
As in [31], we will obtain a control of the new solutions in terms of the
original ones. In fact, setting
g˜ε := u
4
m−2
ε gε and Π˜ε := u
−2
ε µε +
τ
m
u
4
m−2
ε gε ,
g˜i := u
4
m−2
i gi and Π˜i := u
−2
i µi +
τ
m
u
4
m−2
i gi ,
we will have that g˜ε → g˜i and Π˜ε → Π˜i on the compact sets of Mi \ K, with
respect to the Cr topology, for every r ∈ N, i = 1, 2. This fact turns out to
be very important when we will discuss the localization procedure.
The strategy of the proof is the same as in the compact case [31] and here
we just outline it briefly. The first step is the construction of a family of
approximate solution metrics gε, ε ∈ (0, 1), which coincide with gi, i = 1, 2
away from K. In correspondence to each ε we will then produce a gε-trace
free symmetric 2-tensor µ by means of cut-off functions. We notice that µ
coincide with µi, i = 1, 2, in the region where gε coincide with the original
metrics.
The next step is the resolution of the momentum constraint equation,
which is the linear part of the semi-decoupled system. This will be done
by adding to µ a correction term of the form DgεX, where Dgε denotes the
conformal Killing operator acting on vector fields
Dgε X :=
1
2
LX gε −
1
m
(divgε X) · gε .(7)
As a consequence, the momentum equation becomes
Lgε X = ♯divgε µ ,(8)
where Lgε := ♯divgε ◦ Dgε is a second order elliptic partial differential op-
erator known as vector Laplacian. The fact that Lgε is self-adjoint follows
from the algebraic identity Dgε = − (♯divgε)
∗.
A crucial step in the study of equation (8) is to provide the solution
with an a priori estimate independent of ε. This will allows us to control
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the squared pointwise norm |µε|
2 of the TT-tensor µε := µ + DgεX which
appears in the Lichnerowicz equation. To obtain this ε-uniform a priori
bound we need to introduce the following notion of nondegeneracy
Definition 1 (Nondegeneracy). A compact Riemannian manifold (M,g) is
said to be nondegenerate if there are no nontrivial conformal Killing vector
fields on it or equivalently if the conformal Killing operator Dg is injective.
We will see that the injectivity of the conformal Killing operator is auto-
matically achieved in the asymptotically Euclidean (AE) and in the asymp-
totically hyperbolic (AH) situation, up to a careful choice of the functional
setting. Notice that due the different geometric construction this assumption
turns out to be slightly different from the nondegeneracy condition required
in [21]. In fact the IMP gluing works under the assumption that there are
no nontrivial conformal Killing vector fields on (M1, g1) and (M2, g2) which
vanish at the excised points.
The last step of the overall strategy is the perturbative resolution of the
Lichnerowicz equation. In analogy with [21] and [31] this will be done by
studying the linearized operator about gε. Here as well the key point is the
obtention of ε-uniform a priori bounds. With these at hand, one can then
carry out a fixed point argument which yields a solution to the Lichnerowicz
equation. Again, the proof of the uniform a priori bounds requires a sort of
non-degeneracy assumption, more precisely we need to suppose that both
Π˜1 and Π˜2 are non identically zero. This is sufficient to guarantee that the
linearized Lichnerowicz operators about the original metrics
∆gi − |µi|
2
gi − τ
2/m , i = 1, 2(9)
are injective. We remark that, also in this case, for asymptotically Euclidean
and asymptotically hyperbolic summands the injectivity of the linearized
Lichnerowicz operator will follows directly from a judicious choice of the
functional setting, without any further assumption.
Following the strategy summarized above, we can prove the following
generalized conformal gluing result
Theorem 1 (Conformal gluing). Let (M1, g˜1, Π˜1) and (M2, g˜2, Π˜2) be two
m-dimensional CMC solutions to the Einstein constraint equations (1)-(2)
having the same constant mean curvature τ and such that Mi is either com-
pact or AE or AH. If for some i = 1, 2 Mi is compact, we further assume
that it is nondegenerate and that Π˜i is non identically zero. Let (K, g˜K)
be a common isometrically embedded k-dimensional compact sub-manifold
of codimension n := m− k ≥ 3 such that the normal bundles of K in M1
and in M2 are diffeomorphic. Then
(1) There exists a real number ε0 ∈ (0, 1) such that for every ε ∈
(0, ε0) it is possible to endow the ε-generalized connected sum Mε =
M1 ♯K, εM2 of M1 and M2 along K with a metric g˜ε and a second
fundamental form Π˜ε such that the triple (Mε, g˜ε, Π˜ε) is still a τ -
CMC solution to the Einstein constraint equations.
(2) The new metric g˜ε and the new symmetric TT-tensor µ˜ε tend to the
original metric g˜i and to the original symmetric TT-tensor µ˜i with
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respect to the Cr-topology on the compact subsets of Mi \ K, for
every r ∈ N and i = 1, 2, when the geometric parameter ε tends to
zero.
1.2. Localized gluing. Once the conformal gluing is performed, we refine
the result of Theorem 1 by showing that one can actually produce new
solutions to the Einstein constraints on Mε which coincide exactly with the
starting ones outside a suitable neighborhood of the gluing locus. This will
be done by re-gluing the old solutions to the conformally glued ones far
enough from the so called poly-neck region.
To present our second issue, we recall that, in analogy with [31], the
conformal gluing occurs, for ε ≤ ε0 < 1, in the regions K
i
1\K
i
ε, where for an
arbitrary r > 0 we have set
Kir := {m ∈Mi : m = exp
gi
z (x), z ∈ K, x ∈ (TzK)
⊥, |x|gi < r } .
Furthermore, we recall that (g˜ε, Π˜ε) are conformal deformations of (g˜i, Π˜i)
onMi\K
i
1, i = 1, 2. Having these observations in mind, we will show that in
generic situations the conformal gluing can be localized. Our second result
reads
Theorem 2 (Localized gluing). Let ε0 < 1/2 be small enough so that the
boundary’s ∂Kiε are smooth manifolds for ε ≤ 2ε0. Suppose that there exists
0 < ε1 ≤ ε0 such that the set of KIDs on Γ
i(ε1, 2ε1) := K
i
2ǫ1 \K
i
ǫ1 is trivial.
Then, there exists ε2 ≤ ε1 and a family of smooth vacuum initial data sets
(Mε, gˆε, Πˆε), ε ≤ ε2 such that
(gˆε, Πˆε) = (g˜i, Π˜i) on Mi \K
i
2ε1 i = 1, 2
and (gˆε, Πˆε) coincide with (g˜ε, Π˜ε) in the poly-neck region.
Note that a priori these solutions fail to be CMC in the region Γi(ε1, 2ε1),
i = 1, 2.
To explain better the meaning of our hypothesis we also recall that the
KIDs are by definition the elements in the kernel of the L2 formal adjoint
DΦ∗(g,Π) of the linearization at (g,Π) of the constraint operator Φ(g,Π) :=
(ρ(g,Π), J(g,Π)). According to [5], one has that for a generic metric the set
of KID’s on Γ(ε1, 2ε1) is trivial for all ε1.
Finally, we observe that in the case where the set of KIDs is trivial only
on say Γ1(ε1, 2ε1), then the same construction gives initial data sets which
coincide with (g˜1, Π˜1) on M1 \K
1
2ε1 and with (g˜ε, Π˜ε) on Mε \ (M1 \K
1
ε1).
2. The geometric construction
In this section we briefly present the construction of the approximate
solution metrics gε, ε ∈ (0, 1) and the consequent construction of the gε-trace
free 2-tensors µ = µ(ε) via cut-off functions. Even though the construction
is local and then it is identical to the one used in [31], we prefer to recall it
quickly, in order to fix the notations that will be used throughout the paper.
Let (K, gK) be a k-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold isometri-
cally embedded in both the m-dimensional Riemannian manifolds (M1, g1)
and (M2, g2), we label the embedding maps as follows
ιi : K →֒Mi , i = 1, 2.
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We assume that the map ι−11 ◦ ι2 : ι1(K)→ ι2(K) is an isometry which ex-
tends to a diffeomorphism between the normal bundles of ιi(K) in (Mi, gi),
i = 1, 2. To simplify the notations and the computations, we suppose, with-
out loss of generality, that the injectivity radius of K in both the manifolds
is greater than one, so that we are allowed to manipulate the differential
and the metric structure of the original solutions in a fixed size one tubular
neighborhood of K in both M1 and M2. This fixed tubular neighborhood
will be referred in the following as gluing locus.
For a fixed ε ∈ (0, 1), we describe the construction of the generalized
connected sum of M1 and M2 along K and the definition of the metric gε in
local coordinates. The fact that this construction yields a globally defined
metric will follow at once.
Let Uk be an open set in Rkz an let B
n be the n-dimensional open ball of
radius one in Rnx. We recall that n is the codimension of K in Mi an verifies
n := m− k ≥ 3. For i = 1, 2, the map given by
Fi : U
k ×Bn →Wi ⊂Mi , Fi(z, x) := exp
gi
(z,0)(x)(10)
defines local Fermi coordinates near the coordinate patches Fi(·, 0)
(
Uk
)
⊂
ιi(K) ⊂Mi. In these coordinates, the metric gi can be decomposed as
g(i)(z, x) = g
(i)
jl dz
j ⊗ dzl + g
(i)
αβdx
α ⊗ dxβ + g
(i)
jαdz
j ⊗ dxα ,(11)
where the coefficients are such that
g
(i)
αβ = δαβ +O
(
|x|2
)
and g
(i)
jα = O (|x|) .
Also notice that, since K is isometrically embedded in M1 and in M2, we
have that
g
(1)
ij (z, 0) = g
K
ij (z) = g
(2)
ij (z, 0) .
To define the differential and the metric structure of the generalized con-
nected sum, we consider now, in correspondence to each ε ∈ (0, 1), the
hollow domain Uk × An (ε2, 1), where, for r, s ∈ R+, An (r, s) denotes the
n-dimensional annulus {r < |x| < s}. With the notations of the previous
chapter we have that
Fi (U
k ×An(ε2, 1)) = Wi ∩ Γ
i(ε2, 1) , i = 1, 2 .
To identify W1 ∩ Γ
1(ε2, 1) and W2 ∩ Γ
2(ε2, 1) it is convenient to set
x = ε e−t θ in F−11
[
W1 ∩ Γ
1(ε2, 1)
]
x = ε et θ in F−12
[
W2 ∩ Γ
2(ε2, 1)
]
,
with ε ∈ (0, 1), log ε < t < − log ε, θ ∈ Sn−1. Now, it is immediate to
check that both W1∩Γ
1(ε2, 1) and W2∩Γ
2(ε2, 1) are diffeomorphic to Uk×
(log ε,− log ε)×Sn−1 and that (z, t, θ) yield a local coordinates for Mε, this
automatically provides the local definition of the differential structure of
Mε. Using these coordinates, the expressions of the two metrics g1 and g2
become respectively
g1(z, t, θ) = g
(1)
ij dz
i ⊗ dzj
+ u(1)ε
4
n−2
[(
dt⊗ dt+ g
(1)
λµ dθ
λ ⊗ dθµ
)
+ g
(1)
tθ dt⋉ dθ
]
(12)
+ g
(1)
it dz
i ⊗ dt+ g
(1)
iλ dz
i ⊗ dθλ
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and
g2(z, t, θ) = g
(2)
ij dz
i ⊗ dzj
+ u(2)ε
4
n−2
[(
dt⊗ dt+ g
(2)
λµ dθ
λ ⊗ dθµ
)
+ g
(2)
tθ dt⋉ dθ
]
(13)
+ g
(2)
it dz
i ⊗ dt+ g
(2)
iλ dz
i ⊗ dθλ ,
where the compact notation gtθ dt⋉ dθ indicates the general component of
the normal metric tensor, i.e., a linear combination with smooth coefficients
of dt⊗ dt, dθλ ⊗ dθµ and dt⊗ dθλ. The normal conformal factors are given
by
u(1)ε (t) = ε
n−2
2 e−
n−2
2
t and u(2)ε (t) = ε
n−2
2 e
n−2
2
t ,
whereas g
(1)
λµ and g
(2)
λµ are the coefficients of the round metrics on S
n−1.
Remark that for j = 1, 2 we have
g
(j)
λµ = O (1) g
(j)
tθ = O
(
|x|2
)
g
(j)
it = O
(
|x|2
)
g
(j)
iλ = O
(
|x|2
)
.
We choose now a cut-off function χ : (log ε,− log ε) → [0, 1] which is
a non increasing smooth function identically equal to 1 in (log ε,−1] and
identically equal to 0 in [1,− log ε). We choose then another cut-off func-
tion η : (log ε,− log ε) → [0, 1] which is a non increasing smooth function
identically equal to 1 in (log ε,− log ε − 1] and such that limt→− log ε η = 0.
Using these two cut-off functions, we can define a new normal conformal
factor uε by setting
uε(t) := η(t)u
(1)
ε (t) + η(−t)u
(2)
ε (t) .(14)
The metric gε is then locally defined by
gε(z, t, θ) :=
(
χg
(1)
ij + (1− χ)g
(2)
ij
)
dzi ⊗ dzj
+ u
4
n−2
ε
[
dt⊗ dt+
(
χg
(1)
λµ + (1− χ)g
(2)
λµ
)
dθλ ⊗ dθµ
+
(
χg
(1)
tθ + (1− χ)g
(2)
tθ
)
dt⋉ dθ
]
(15)
+
(
χg
(1)
it + (1− χ)g
(2)
it
)
dzi ⊗ dt
+
(
χg
(1)
iλ + (1− χ)g
(2)
iλ
)
dzi ⊗ dθλ .
Closer inspection of this expression shows that the only objects that are
not a priori globally defined on the identification of the hollow tubular neigh-
borhoods (poly-neck) of ι1(K) in M1 and ι2(K) in M2 are the functions χ
and uε (since the cut-off η is involved in its definition). However, observe
that both cut-off functions can easily be expressed as functions of the Rie-
mannian distance to K in the respective manifolds. Hence, they are globally
defined and the metric gε - whose definition can be obviously completed by
setting gε ≡ g1 and gε ≡ g2 out of the poly-neck - is a Riemannian metric
which is globally defined on the manifold Mε.
We conclude this section with the definition of the ‘proto-TT-tensor’ µ =
µ(ε). This is a gε-trace free symmetric 2-tensor which in the next section will
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be corrected to a gε-TT-tensor by adding an ε-uniformly bounded term of
the form DgεX, as anticipated in the introduction. To define µ we describe
a warped cut off procedure on the side of the polyneck coming from M1.
The same manipulation on the other side provides us with the complete
definition of µ. Let then µ1 be the given g1-trace-free symmetric tensor on
M1. In local coordinates this reads
g
(1)
ij µ
ij
1 + 2 g
(1)
iα µ
iα
1 + g
(1)
αβµ
αβ
1 = 0 .
We are looking for a symmetric tensor µ which is trace free with respect to
the metric gε. To do that we set
µij = a(t) · µij1
µiα = a(t) · µiα1(16)
µαβ = b(t) · µαβ1 ,
where a and b are smooth radial cut-off functions which are equal to one on
M1 and which vanish for t > c log ε+ 1, where 0 < c < 1 is a constant that
will be determined in Section 4. The definitions of a and b are made more
precise below. However, we remark that the warped cut-off still guarantees
the symmetry of µ. Taking into account (16) and the definition of the metric
gε on the region where µ is not identically zero, the condition trgε µ = 0 is
equivalent to
0 = a g
(1)
ij µ
ij
1 + 2 a g
(1)
iα µ
iα
1 + b φ
2 g
(1)
αβµ
αβ
1 =
[
b φ2 − a
]
· g
(1)
αβµ
αβ
1 ,
where the normal conformal factor φ2 defined by
φ2 :=
[
1 + η(−t) · (u(2)ε /u
(1)
ε )
] 4
n−2
.
It is now straightforward to verify that one can always choose two smooth
cut-off functions satisfying the conditions above and such that a = φ2 b. In
particular we will choose b ≡ 1, for log ε < t < c log ε. As a consequence,
a = b + O
(
e(n−2)t
)
on this interval and µ converges to µ1 on the compact
sets of M1 \K with respect to the C
2-topology.
Notice that since φ depends on ε, also a and b depend on ε. Nevertheless,
they and their derivatives do admit an ε-uniform bound. Finally, let us
observe that |divgε µ|gε and |∇ divgε µ|gε are O
(
εn−2
)
near the boundary of
the poly-neck and ε-uniformly bounded in the interior.
3. The momentum constraint: existence of solutions
The aim of this section is to provide existence and uniform a priori esti-
mates for solutions to the equation
Lgε X = ♯divgε µ in Mε ,(17)
where gε and µ are respectively the approximate solution metric and the ap-
proximate symmetric TT-tensor defined in the previous section. According
to the strategy explained in the introduction, we will then obtain a family of
TT-tensor by setting µε := µ+DgεX. We recall that the vector Laplacian -
is defined as Lgε := (Dgε)
∗ · Dgε = − ♯divgε · Dgε . As it is easy to verify,
Lgε is a linear elliptic second order partial differential operator with smooth
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coefficients and it is formally self-adjoint. We can think of the vector Lapla-
cian as acting between the spaces of sections of the tangent bundle with
Ho¨lder regularity
Lgε : C
k+2,α(Mε, TMε) −→ C
k,α(Mε, TMε) .(18)
We recall that for a general tensor field T the Ck norm of T is defined by
‖T‖Ck :=
k∑
j=0
sup
Mε
|∇jT |gε ,(19)
where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection of gε, whereas the Ho¨lder seminorm
of the k-th derivative with Ho¨lder exponent α ∈ (0, 1) is defined by
[
∇kT
]
α
:= sup
p 6=q
∣∣∇kT (p) − ∇kT (q)∣∣
gε
dgε(p, q)
α
,(20)
where the distance dgε(p, q) is supposed to be smaller than the injectivity
radius and, with abuse of notation, the term ∇kT (q) is interpreted as its
parallel transport from q to p along the unique geodesic joining p and q
(in order to give sense to the subtraction which appears in the numerator
above). The definition of the Ck,α-Ho¨lder norm is then given by
‖T‖Ck,α := ‖T‖Ck +
[
∇kT
]
α
.(21)
As explained in [31], the existence of solutions to (17) in the compact case
(i.e., when both the summandsM1 andM2 are compact and hence Mε itself
is compact) is an easy consequence of the Fredholm alternative. In fact,
using integration by parts, it is immediate to check that the right hand side
♯divgε µ is L
2-orthogonal to KerL∗gε . The Ho¨lder regularity of the solution
follows then from standard elliptic regularity theory.
In the non compact case we need to use a more sophisticated functional
setting in order to provide existence. More precisely, we are going to recall
the definitions of asymptotically Euclidean (AE) and asymptotically hy-
perbolic (AH) Riemannian manifold, together with the notion of weighted
Ho¨lder spaces (at infinity). In this context it will be possible to quote some
well known result about the mapping properties of the vector Laplacian,
insuring the existence of solutions to equation (17) also in the non compact
case.
3.1. Asymptotically Euclidean manifold. An asymptotically Euclidian
(AE) Riemannian manifold (M,g) is a manifold M with a finite number of
ends, each of them being diffeomorphic to the exterior of a ball in Rn, and
such that, up to this diffeomorphism, the components of the metric on each
end verifies
|gij − δij | ≤ Cr
−ν ,
along with appropriate decay of the derivatives. Here ν > 0 and r is a
function which is equal to the standard radius of Rn on each end and which
is equal to the constant 1 on the remaining compact region of M .
The weighted Ho¨lder spaces r−νCk,αAE are given by the tensor fields such
that the norm
‖ · ‖
Ck,α
−ν
:= ‖rν · ‖Ck,α
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is well definite and finite. Roughly speaking a function (or a tensor field) u
is in r−νCkAE if u ∈ C
k
loc and on each end ∇
lu = O(r−ν−l), for all l ≤ k. For
further references on this topic, we point out that the spaces defined here
coincide with the spaces denoted by Λk,αAE in [21].
Since the model we want to reproduce is the ‘horizontal’ Euclidean slice
in Minkowski space, we will assume that τ = 0, when at least one of the two
summands inMε is AE. Because of the nature of the Hamiltonian constraint
it is also natural to assume that
µ ∈ r−ν/2−1Ck,αAE(M,TM ⊗ TM)
in this case.
Before going to the isomorphism results, we recall that on an AE manifold
(M,g) the relevant part of the operator Lg at infinity is given by
LRm := −
1
2 ∆Rm +
m−2
2m gradRm ◦ divRm .
where the differential operators on the right hand side are computed with re-
spect to the Euclidean metric, with the agreement that the Laplace operator
here acts on each component of the vector field.
Now, exactly as in [21, Proposition 13], we have
Proposition 3. Suppose that (M,g) is an m-dimensional AE Riemannian
manifold with 2−m < −ν < 0, then the vector Laplacian
Lg : r
−νCk+2,αAE (M,TM) −→ r
−ν−2Ck,αAE(M,TM)
is an isomorphism for every k ∈ N.
Proof. See [21], we just mention a misprint in the proof of Proposition 13,
the paper cited as the number [9] seems to be in fact the number [8] so [7]
for us, especially Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.5 there, see also [3]. 
In the following, when at least one of the two components of Mε is AE
(and then Mε itself is AE), we will systematically make use of the weighted
functional setting introduced above in order to recover existence of solution
to the equation (17).
3.2. Asymptotically Hyperbolic manifold. An asymptotically hyper-
bolic (AH) manifold (M,g) is the interior M of a compact manifold M with
boundary ∂M , endowed with a metric g = y−2g, where g is a metric on
M and y is a defining function of the boundary ∂M = y−1({0}) such that
|dy|g = 1 on ∂M . The terminology comes from the fact that, under this as-
sumption, the sectional curvatures of (M,g) goes to −1 when approaching
∂M .
For a precise definition of the weighted Ho¨lder spaces in the asymptotically
hyperbolic context, we refer the reader to [21], with the only observation
that the Ho¨lder spaces denoted here by yνCk,αAH coincide with y
νΛk,αAH in [21].
Hence, formally, a function (or tensor field) u is in yνCk,αAH if u ∈ C
k,α
loc and,
for all l ≤ k, ∇
(l)
u = O(yν+l) near ∂M .
Since the model we want to reproduce, is the ‘horizontal’ hyperbolic slice
H
n in Minkowski space, we will assume τ = m, when at least one of the
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summands in the generalized connected sum is an AH manifold. Again, the
Hamiltonian constraint suggests the assumption
µ ∈ y−1Ck,αAH(M,TM ⊗ TM).
The isomorphism result in the AH context (see [21] Proposition 16) reads
Proposition 4. Suppose that (M,g) is an m-dimensional AH Riemannian
manifold and suppose 0 < ν < m+ 1, then the vector Laplacian
Lg : y
νCk+2,αAH (M,TM) −→ y
νCk,αAH(M,TM)
is an isomorphism for every k ∈ N.
Proof. See [1], [22], and also [16]. 
In the following, when at least one of the two components of Mε is AH
(and then Mε itself is AH), we will systematically make use of the weighted
functional setting introduced above in order to recover existence of solution
to the equation (17).
4. The momentum constraint: uniform a priori bound
In this section we will provide solutions to equation (17) with a priori
bounds which do not depend on the parameter ε. In analogy with [31], this
fact turns out to be crucial in the analysis of the Lichnerowicz equation, since
it will allow us to control the squared pointwise norm of µgε = µ+DgεX in
terms of the norm of µ, which can be explicitly estimated.
It is clear that when ε tends to zero the geometry of the underlying
manifold Mε becomes closer and closer to a degenerate configuration, since
the poly-neck size is shrinking down. On the other hand, it is clear that
this phenomenon only takes place on the poly-neck region. Thus, to obtain
the desired uniform bound, it is convenient to pass to a more sophisticated
functional framework, by modifying the usual norms on the poly-neck region.
We introduce then a weighting function ρε by setting ρε ≡ 1 on Mi \ K
i
1,
i = 1, 2, and ρε := ε cosh t for (log ε) + 1 < t < −(log ε) − 1, where t is
the poly-neck variable introduced in Section 2. To complete the definition,
we further assume ρε to be a monotone radial smooth interpolation between
these regions.
Now, for k ∈ N, α ∈ (0, 1) and a weight parameter γ ∈ R, we define the
weighted Ck-norms and the weighted Ho¨lder (k, α)-seminorms of a tensor
field T on (Mε, gε). Let us set
‖T‖Ckγ :=
k∑
j=0
sup
Mε
ρ−γ+jε ·
∣∣∇jT ∣∣
gε
[
∇kT
]
α,γ
:= sup
p 6=q
|ρε(p) ∧ ρε(q)|
−γ+k ·
∣∣∇kT (p) − ∇kT (q)∣∣
gε
dgε(p , q)
α
,
where ∇ indicates the Levi-Civita connection of gε, |ρε(p) ∧ ρε(q)| is the
minimum between ρε(p) and ρε(q), and the conventions used in (20) to
define the Ho¨lder ratio are still valid here. The weighted Ho¨lder norm is
then defined as
‖T‖
C
k,α
γ
:= ‖T‖Ckγ +
[
∇kT
]
α,γ
.
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The Ck,αγ -Ho¨lder space is given by the tensor fields on Mε with (k, α)-
regularity such that the above norm is well defined and finite.
We point out that for any fixed ε such a norm is equivalent to the standard
Ck,α-Ho¨lder norm and thus the weighted spaces introduced here coincide
with the usual Ck,α-Ho¨lder spaces, since the standard definition has been
modified only on a compact region. Nevertheless, these new spaces will
reveal to be the suitable ones in the analysis of the singular limit for ε→ 0.
To treat all the possible situations at once, we denote by Ek,αδ (Mε, TMε)
the space of vector fields on Mε with (k, α)-regularity endowed with δ-
weighted norm in the poly-neck region, δ ∈ R, and eventually with the
suitable ν-weighted norm on the AE or AH ends. Of course, the weight
parameter ν at infinity is fixed according to the conventions of the previous
section. Moreover, the fact that for any fixed ε the Ck,αδ -norm is equivalent
to the Ck,α-norm insures that the isomorphism results still hold true in both
the compact and the non compact case. In this context it is convenient to
think of Lgε as acting between the spaces
Lgε : E
k+2,α
δ (Mε, TMε) −→ E
k,α
δ−2(Mε, TMε) ,(22)
for a suitable weight δ ∈ R. We can now state the following:
Proposition 5. Let X ∈ Ek+2,αδ (Mε, TMε) and W ∈ E
k,α
δ−2(Mε, TMε) be
vector fields satisfying the equation Lgε X = W . Moreover, suppose that W
is of the form W = ♯divgε µ, for some symmetric 2-tensor µ. Then for any
2 − n < δ < (2 − n)/2, there exist a real number ε0 ∈ (0, 1) and a positive
constant C > 0 such that for every ε ∈ (0, ε0)
‖X‖
Ek+2,α
δ
≤ C · ‖W‖
Ek,α
δ−2
.(23)
(Remember that n is the codimension of K in Mi, i = 1, 2 and it is supposed
to be at least 3).
Proof. The proof is analogous to the prove of [31, Proposition 2]. Neverthe-
less, we recall it here in oder to discuss the changes which are needed in the
non compact cases, and possibly to simplify the argument. Here we only
prove the uniform weighted C0-bound, namely
‖X‖E0
δ
≤ C · ‖W‖E0
δ−2
.(24)
The estimate (23) will follow from local Schauder estimates for elliptic sys-
tems in divergence form (see [15], here we take advantage of the fact that
W = ♯divgεµ) combined with standard scaling arguments.
We proceed by contradiction. If (24) does not hold, then it is possible to
find a sequence (εj ,Xj ,Wj), j ∈ N, such that
(1) εj → 0 , j → +∞
(2) Lεj Xj = Wj , j ∈ N
(3) ‖Xj‖E0
δ
= 1 , j ∈ N and ‖Wj‖E0
δ−2
→ 0 , j → +∞ .
For every j ∈ N we consider now a point pj ∈ Mεj such that the point-
wise norm |Xj |(pj) eventually multiplied by weighting function raised to the
power indicated by the weight is greater or equal than 1− εj . For example,
if the point pj lies in the region where ρj is different from 1, we are assuming
that ρ−δj |Xj | (pj) ≥ 1 − εj . If Mεj has an AE end and the point pj is near
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infinity, we are assuming that rν |Xj |(pj) ≥ 1− εj and so on. The fact that
one can find such a point for each j ∈ N follows from the third hypothesis in
the argument by contradiction. Depending on the behavior of the sequence
{pj}, we are going to distinguish several cases.
Case 1a. Suppose that up to a subsequence the points pj’s lie in a
compact region of Mi \K for some i = 1, 2. Without loss of generality we
only consider the case i = 1, since the other one is identical.
In analogy with [31], we have that as j → +∞, the sequence of vector
fields Xj converges to a nontrivial weak solution X of the homogeneous
problem 

Lg1 X = 0 on M1 \K
|X|g1(·) ≤ A |dg1( · ,K)|
δ
(25)
where dg1( · ,K) represents the Riemannian distance to the submanifold K,
and A > 0 is a positive constant. Without discussing all the details, we
just recall that this follows from the fact that in our geometric construction
the metrics gε’s converge to the original metric g1 on the compact subset
of M1 \K. The growth prescription near K is a direct consequence of the
weighted setting introduced on the poly-neck region.
As it is easy to verify, the condition 2−n < δ guarantees that X verifies
the equation Lg1 X = 0 on the whole M1 in the sense of distributions, and
thanks to the elliptic regularity we deduce that X can be extended through
the singular set K to a nontrivial smooth solution of Lg1X = 0. If M1 is
either AE or AH this contradicts the isomorphism results discussed in the
previous section. If M1 is compact, we integrate by parts obtaining
0 =
(
Lg1 X , X
)
L2
= g1‖Dg1 X‖
2
L2 .
Hence X is a nontrivial conformal Killing vector field on M1, which is ex-
cluded by the nondegeneracy condition.
Case 1b. Suppose thatMε is non compact and that, up to a subsequence,
the points pj leave every compact subset of Mε. Again, without loss of
generality, we assume that the points pj ’s of the subsequence lie on the
piece of Mε coming from M1.
For every fixed compact subset Q ofM1 we can suppose that ρ
−δ
j |Xj | → 0
on Q when j → +∞, otherwise we are either in Case 1a discussed above
or in Case 2 or 3 discussed below. We consider now a cut-off function
ϕ which is identically equal to 1 on M1 \ K
1
2 and which vanishes on K
1
1 ,
with the notations introduced in the introduction. Setting Yj := ϕXj and
Zj := ϕWj +
[
Lj , ϕ
]
Xj , where [·, ··] is the formal commutator, we obtain
Lg1Yj = Zj. Moreover, for every j ∈ N, both the vector fields Yj and Zj can
be regarded as vector fields defined on M1. Furthermore, using the second
part of hypothesis 3 together with local Schauder estimates on K12 , it is
easy to deduce that Zj → 0 in E
0
0(M1, TM1), as j → 0. On the other hand
‖Xj‖E0
0
(M1,TM1) ≥ 1/2 for large enough j. This contradicts the isomorphism
results of the previous section.
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Case 2. Suppose that up to a subsequence and without loss of generality
the points pj’s verify dg1(pj ,K) = O (εj), as j → +∞. This means that
they are converging to K with the largest velocity allowed.
Performing the same blow-up as in [31, Proposition 2], we have that the
vector fieldsXj converge to a nontrivial weak solution X of the homogeneous
problem 

LRk×Sn X = 0 on R
k
z × S
n
t,θ
|X|Rk×Sn ≤ B (cosh t)
δ
(26)
where B > 0 is a positive constant and Sn denotes the n-dimensional (Rie-
mannian) Schwarzschild space, n ≥ 3. For sake of completeness we recall
that the space Sn is diffeomorphic to the standard cylinder Rt × S
n−1
θ and
it is endowed with the metric
gSn =
[
cosh
(
n−2
2 t
) ] 4
n−2 · dt2 + gSn−1 .
We also point out that the expressions LRk×Sn and | · |Rk×Sn indicate respec-
tively the vector Laplacian and the pointwise norm of the product metric
gRk + gSn .
In order to simplify the argument presented in [31] and getting the desired
contradiction, we split the vector field X into the TRk component and the
TSn component. Thus, we write X = U + V , where
U = U j(z, t, θ) · ej and V = V
t(z, t, θ)
∂
∂t
+ V µ(z, t, θ)
∂
∂θµ
.
Here {e1, . . . , ek} is the standard basis on TR
k ≃ Rk. The action of LRk×Sn
is then given by
LRk×Sn X =

LRk −
1
2 ∆Sn −
(
m−2
2m
)
gradRk ◦ divSn
−
(
m−k
km
)
gradRk ◦ divRk
−
(
m−2
2m
)
gradSn ◦ divRk LSn −
1
2∆Rk
−
(
m−n
nm
)
gradSn ◦ divSn( · )




U
V


where ∆gW indicates the (negative definite) Laplace-Beltrami operator of
a Riemannian metric g applied to the components of the vector field W .
We observe that, by the elliptic regularity, the components U j, V t and V µ
are smooth functions which verify the decay prescription when |t| → +∞
and which are uniformly bounded in the z-direction. To proceed with the
analysis, it is then convenient to consider these components as C2,αδ -valued
tempered distributions, namely as elements in
S ′
(
R
k, C2,αδ (S
n)
)
.
Now, we are going to take the Fourier transform along the z variable
Uˆ = Uˆ j(ζ, t, θ) · ej and Vˆ = Vˆ
t(ζ, t, θ)
∂
∂t
+ Vˆ µ(ζ, t, θ)
∂
∂θµ
.
Notice that Uˆ and Vˆ verify the decay prescriptions
|Uˆ |Rk(ζ, t, θ) ≤ B (cosh t)
δ and |Vˆ |Sn(ζ, t, θ) ≤ B (cosh t)
δ
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along with their derivatives.
We have now at hand the family of operators Lˆ(ζ) acting on Xˆ(ζ, t, θ) =
Uˆ(ζ, t, θ) + Vˆ (ζ, t, θ) in the following way
Lˆ(ζ) Xˆ =


−12 ∆Sn +
1
2 |ζ|
2 −i
(
m−2
2m
)
divSn( · ) ζ
+
(
m−2
2m
)
〈ζ, · 〉 ζ
−i
(
m−2
2m
)
gradSn〈ζ, · 〉 LSn +
1
2 |ζ|
2
−
(
m−n
nm
)
gradSn ◦ divSn( · )




Uˆ
Vˆ


Clearly Lˆ(ζ)Xˆ = 0. If we show that, for every ζ ∈ Rk, Lˆ(ζ) Xˆ = 0 implies
Xˆ = 0, we will also have that X must be identically 0, reaching a contra-
diction. To show that this is actually the case, we are going to integrate by
parts the expression
0 =
(
Lˆ(ζ) Xˆ, Xˆ
)
L2
.
A direct computation shows that
0 =
∫
Sn
∑k
j=1
∣∣gradSn Uˆ j∣∣2Sn + (m−2m ) ∣∣〈ζ, Uˆ〉∣∣2 + |ζ|2 |Uˆ |2Rk dvolSn
+
∫
Sn
2
∣∣DSn Vˆ ∣∣2Sn + 2 (m−nnm )∣∣divSnVˆ ∣∣2Sn + |ζ|2 |Vˆ |2Sn dvolSn
− lim
T→+∞
∫
Sn−1
∑k
j=1 Uˆ
j ∂tUˆ
j
[
cosh n−22 t
]2 ∣∣∣+T
−T
dvolSn−1
− lim
T→+∞
2
(
m−n
nm
) ∫
Sn−1
Vˆ t divSnVˆ
[
cosh n−22 t
] 2n
n−2
∣∣∣+T
−T
dvolSn−1
− lim
T→+∞
2
∫
Sn−1
DSn Vˆ ( Vˆ , ∂t )
[
cosh n−22 t
]2 ∣∣∣+T
−T
dvolSn−1
− lim
T→+∞
i
(
m−2
m
) ∫
Sn−1
Vˆ t 〈ζ, Uˆ〉
[
cosh n−22 t
] 2n
n−2
∣∣∣+T
−T
dvolSn−1 .
Using the decay prescription and remembering that δ < (2 − n)/2 it is
immediate to check that first three boundary terms tend to zero as T → +∞.
Moreover, when ζ = 0, also the last boundary term gives no contribution
and we deduce immediately that Uˆ is constant and Vˆ is a conformal Killing
vector field on Sn. Since they decay at infinity, they must vanish everywhere,
leading us to a contradiction.
Hence we suppose now ζ 6= 0 and we show that also in this case the
contribution of the last boundary term is zero. First we observe that the
component Vˆ t is controlled by (cosh t)δ−1, whereas a priori the bound on
|Uˆ |Rk is just given by (cosh t)
δ. Since the third factor in the last integral
goes like (cosh t)n, this is in general not sufficient to guarantee the vanishing
of the entire boundary term in the limit for T → +∞. To overcome this
difficulty, we are going to show that the decay of Uˆ is better than expected.
In fact, from Lˆ(ζ)Xˆ = 0 we have that
∆Sn Uˆ − |ζ|
2 Uˆ −
(
m−2
m
)
〈ζ, Uˆ〉 ζ = −i
(
m−2
m
)
(divSnVˆ ) ζ .
Multiplying this equation by a vector η ∈ Rk with 〈η, ζ〉 = 0, we obtain
∆Sn 〈Uˆ , η〉 − |ζ|
2 〈Uˆ , η〉 = 0 .
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Since Uˆ decays at infinity, we can use the maximum principle to deduce that
〈Uˆ , η〉 = 0 everywhere on Sn. As a consequence we write the vector field
Uˆ(ζ, t, θ) as u(ζ, t, θ) ζ, where u is a suitable function verifying the decay
prescriptions induced by Uˆ . The equation above becomes then
∆Sn u −
(
2m−2
m
)
|ζ|2 u = −i
(
m−2
m
)
(divSn Vˆ ) .
In order to split this equation into its real part and its pure imaginary part,
we set u = φ + iψ and divSn Vˆ = a + ib, where, according to the decay
prescription on Vˆ , both the functions a and b are bounded by (cosh t)δ−1.
We obtain then
∆Sn φ −
(
2m−2
m
)
|ζ|2 φ =
(
m−2
m
)
b
∆Sn ψ −
(
2m−2
m
)
|ζ|2 ψ =
(
2−m
m
)
a .
Now, using separation of variables and translating the problem into an infi-
nite dimensional system of ODE’s, it is easy to obtain explicit solutions for
this Bessel type equations. Moreover, both the solutions φ and ψ are now
of the same order of the right hand side, as t → +∞. Coming back to Uˆ ,
we have that |Uˆ |Rk is bounded by (cosh t)
δ−1. Hence also the last boundary
term is vanishing in the limit for T → +∞. The integration by parts is
then completely justified and it is now straightforward to deduce that also
when ζ 6= 0 the vector fields Uˆ and Vˆ are forced to be trivial, which is a
contradiction.
Case 3. Suppose that up to a subsequence and without loss of generality
the points pj ’s still converge to a point p∞ which lies in K, but with a
lower velocity than in the previous case. This can be phrased by saying
that dg1(pj,K) / εj → +∞, as j → +∞ (notice that, up to pass to a new
subsequence, we can suppose that all the pj’s lie in the side of Mε which
comes from M1). Following [31, Proposition 2], we rescale our sequence of
problems with the rate of convergence of the pj ’s, so that the blow-up limit
is now given by

LRk×Rn X = 0 on R
k
z × (R
n
x \ {0})
|X|Rk×Rn ≤ C |x|
δ
(27)
where C > 0 is a positive constant and X is nontrivial.
This last case can be treated easily first by showing that the condition
2−n < δ allows one to extend smoothly the solution through the singular set
R
k × {0} in analogy with the Case 1.a, and then using the decay condition
at infinity, with δ < (2 − n)/2, as in Case 2 to justify the integration by
parts which implies the vanishing of X and thus the contradiction. 
5. The energy constraint
In this section we conclude the proof of Theorem 1 by showing that the
Lichnerowicz equation can be solved
∆gε u − cmRgε u + cm |µε|
2
gε u
− 3m−2
m−2 − cm
m−1
m τ
2 u
m+2
m−2 = 0 ,(28)
provided the parameter ε is sufficiently small. Before starting, we recall that
the terms µε is the sum of the ‘proto TT-tensor’ µ defined in of Section 2
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and the correction term DgεX, where the vector field X solves the equation
(17) and hence by Proposition 5 is ε-uniformly bounded in terms of µ.
In analogy with [31], the solution to (28) will be obtained by perturbation.
Since in Theorem 1 we claimed the convergence of the new solutions to the
original ones, it is natural to linearize our equation about the constant 1.
Hence we set v := u− 1 and we consider the linear operator
Lgε = ∆gε − χ1
(
|µ1|
2
g1 + τ
2/m
)
− χ2
(
|µ2|
2
g2 + τ
2/m
)
,(29)
where χ1 := χ, χ2 := 1 − χ and the smooth cut-off χ has been defined in
Section 2. In the following Lgε will be referred as the linearized Lichnerowicz
operator. For sake of completeness we recall that ∆gε can be written on the
poly-neck as
∆gε = u
− 4
n−2
ε
[
∂2t + (n − 2) tanh
(
n−2
2 t
)
∂t + ∆Sn−1 + u
4
n−2
ε ∆gK + Pε
]
,
where Pε is a second order partial differential operator whose coefficients are
bounded by ρε. Finally, collecting all the remainders, we define the error
term Fε(v) by
Fε(v) := − cm (Rg1 −Rgε)χ1 + cm (|µ1|
2
g1 − |µε|
2
gε)χ1
− cm (Rg2 −Rgε)χ2 + cm (|µ2|
2
g2 − |µε|
2
gε)χ2
− cm (Rg1 −Rgε)χ1 v − bm (|µ1|
2
g1 − |µε|
2
gε)χ1 v(30)
− cm (Rg2 −Rgε)χ2 v − bm (|µ2|
2
g2 − |µε|
2
gε)χ2 v
− cm |µε|
2
gε h(v) + cm
m−1
m τ
2 f(v) ,
where cm = (m− 2)/[4(m − 1)], bm = cm(3m− 2)/(m− 2) and
h(v) :=
[
(1 + v)−
3m−2
m−2 − 1 +
(
3m−2
m−2
)
v
]
f(v) :=
[
(1 + v)
m+2
m−2 − 1−
(
m+2
m−2
)
v
]
.
Hence both h and f are O
(
|v|2
)
.
In order to solve (28), we first prove invertibility and a priori estimates
for Lgε and then we show that the fixed point problem
v = L−1gε ◦ Fε(v)(31)
admits a solution.
5.1. Analysis of the linearized Lichnerowicz operator. We consider
the following linear problem
Lgε v = w on Mε .(32)
Concerning the existence of solutions, we observe that in the compact case
this is a consequence of the non vanishing of Π˜1 and Π˜2. In fact this implies
that the operator Lgε is negative definite, thus injective on L
2(Mε). Since
it is also self adjoint, we deduce by the Fredholm alternative that it is also
surjective. Moreover, by elliptic regularity, we have that if the right hand
side is in C0,α(Mε), then the solution belongs to C
2,α(Mε). If one of the
summands is either AE or AH, the existence of solutions is guaranteed by
the following issues without any further assumption on Π˜i, i = 1, 2 (the
references for these results are the same as for Proposition 3 and 4).
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Proposition 6. Suppose that (M,g) is an m-dimensional AE Riemannian
manifold with 2−m < −ν < 0, then the linearized Lichnerowicz operator
Lg : r
−νCk+2,αAE (M) −→ r
−ν−2Ck,αAE(M)
is an isomorphism for every k ∈ N.
Proposition 7. Suppose that (M,g) is an m-dimensional AH Riemann-
ian manifold with 0 < ν < m + 1, then, if ν ′ ∈ (−1,m), the linearized
Lichnerowicz operator
L : yν
′
Ck+2,αAH (M) −→ y
ν′Ck,αAH(M),
is an isomorphism for every k ∈ N.
We pass now to establish the a priori bound for solutions to (32). To
treat all the possible situations at once, we denote by F k,αγ (Mε) the space
of functions Mε with (k, α)-regularity endowed with γ-weighted norm in the
poly-neck region, γ ∈ R, and eventually with the suitable ν or ν ′-weighted
norm on the AE or AH ends. The linearized Lichnerowicz operator is nat-
urally defined between the spaces
Lgε : F
k+2,α
γ (Mε) −→ F
k,α
γ−2(Mε) ,
for γ ∈ R. We can now state the following:
Proposition 8. Let v ∈ F k+2,αγ (Mε) and w ∈ F
k,α
γ−2(Mε) be functions sat-
isfying the equation Lgε v = w. Then, for any 2 − n < γ < 0, there exist
a real number ε0 ∈ (0, 1) and a positive constant C > 0 such that for every
ε ∈ (0, ε0)
‖v‖
F k+2,αγ
≤ C · ‖w‖
F k,αγ−2
.(33)
(Remember that n is the codimension of K in Mi, i = 1, 2 and it is supposed
to be at least 3).
Proof. As in Proposition 5 the difficult part is to provide the uniform C0γ
bound. Hence we will focus here on the estimate
‖v‖F 0γ ≤ C · ‖w‖F 0γ−2 .(34)
As a first step we produce a local version of the a priori estimate. Assuming
the hypothesis of the theorem, we claim that there exist a real number
β = β(n, γ) > 0 and a positive constant B = B(n, γ) > 0 such that for
every ε ∈ (0, e−β)
‖v‖C0γ (T εβ ) ≤ B
[
‖w‖C0γ−2(T εβ )
+ ‖v‖C0γ (∂T εβ )
]
,(35)
where T εβ is the portion of the poly-neck where β + log ε ≤ t ≤ −β − log ε.
To prove this claim, we observe that the approximate solution metrics
are the same as the ones used in [29] in order to produce the generalized
connected sum of constant scalar curvature metrics. Hence, we recover from
[29, Lemma 3] the existence of barrier function for ∆gε . Combining this with
the maximum principle one can easily deduce that if ∆gεv = f , with f ∈ C
0,
then for every 2− n < γ < 0 there exist a real number β¯ = β¯(n, γ) > 0 and
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a positive constant A = A(n, γ) > 0 such that for every β > β¯ and every
ε ∈ (0, e−β)
‖v‖C0γ (T εβ ) ≤ A
[
‖f‖C0γ−2(T εβ )
+ ‖v‖C0γ (∂T εβ )
]
.
To obtain the claim, we let now
f = w +
[
χ1
(
|µ1|
2
g1 + τ
2/m
)
+ χ2
(
|µ2|
2
g2 + τ
2/m
) ]
v
and we observe that for large enough β, we have
sup
T ε
β
∣∣ρ−γ+2ε |µ1|2g1 v ∣∣ ≤ 14 sup
T ε
β
∣∣ρ−γε v ∣∣
sup
T ε
β
∣∣ρ−γ+2ε (τ2/m) v ∣∣ ≤ 14 sup
T ε
β
∣∣ρ−γε v ∣∣ ,
for every ε ∈ (0, e−β). The estimate (35) follows at once.
To obtain (34) we argue by contradiction as in the proof of Proposition
5. If (34) does not hold, we can consider a sequence of counterexamples
(εj , vj , wj), j ∈ N, such that
(1) εj → 0 , j → +∞
(2) Lεj vj = wj , j ∈ N
(3) ‖vj‖F 0γ = 1 , j ∈ N and ‖wj‖F 0γ−2 → 0 , j → +∞ .
As in Proposition 5 we consider the sequence of points pj ∈Mεj , j ∈ N such
that the pointwise norm |vj|(pj) eventually multiplied by weighting function
raised to the power indicated by the weight is greater or equal than 1− εj.
Depending on the behavior of the sequence {pj}, we are going to distinguish
several cases.
Case 1. The first case is when up to a subsequence the points pj lie in a
compact region of say M1 \K (the case of M2 \K is analogous). Hence, it
is not hard to dee that the functions vj tend to a nontrivial distributional
solution v∞ of the homogeneous problem Lg1v∞ = 0 on M1 \ K, which
in addition satisfies the growth prescription | v∞| ≤ C |dg1( · ,K)|
γ . Since
2 − n < γ, v∞ extends smoothly through K. On the other hand, we have
already seen that the linearized Lichnerowicz operator about the metric g1
is injective in both the compact and the non compact case. Hence, v∞ must
be trivial, which is a contradiction.
Case 2. The second case is when Mε is non compact and, up to a
subsequence, the points pj’s leave every compact subset of Mε. Again,
without loss of generality, we assume that the points pj’s of the subsequence
lie on the piece of Mε coming from M1. In this case the contradiction is
reached by the same argument used in Case 1b of Proposition 5, mutatis
mutandis.
Case 3. The remaining case is when up to a subsequence the points
pj’s lie in the region T
εj
β . Again, in this case the functions vj tend to a
distributional solution of Lgiv∞ = 0 on Mi \ K verifying the prescription
| v∞| ≤ C |dgi( · ,K)|
γ , for i = 1, 2. The fact that v∞ is nontrivial is now a
consequence of the local a priori bound (35). In fact in correspondence to
the pj ’s, we can find another sequence of points qj’s lying in ∂T
εj
β , where the
quantities |vj |’s are uniformly bounded from below. Notice that in the limit,
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the loci ∂T
εj
β correspond to the locus {dg1( · ,K) = e
−β}∪{dg2( · ,K) = e
−β}.
To reach the contradiction it is now sufficient to repeat the same argument
as in the Case 1 above. 
5.2. Fixed point argument. In this subsection, taking advantage of Propo-
sition 8 we will produce a solution to equation (28) by solving the fixed point
problem (31).
As a first step we show that Lgε ◦Fε viewed as a mapping from the space
of continuous functions on Mε in itself sends a small ball centered at the
origin in itself. Having this result, it is not difficult to show that L−1gε ◦ Fε
is a contraction on this ball. This will provide automatically the fixed point
and the control on the size of the correction.
We start with the estimate of the error term. To simplify the notations
we decompose Fε(v) as
Fε(v) = F
(0)
ε + F
(1)
ε (v) + F
(2)
ε (v, v) ,
where the three summands on the right hand side correspond respectively
to the zero order term of Fε(v), the terms which have a linear dependence
on v and to the terms which depend quadratically on v. Here the crucial
part is the estimate of the pure error term
F (0)ε := − cm (Rg1 −Rgε)χ1 + cm (|µ1|
2
g1 − |µε|
2
gε)χ1
− cm (Rg2 −Rgε)χ2 + cm (|µ2|
2
g2 − |µε|
2
gε)χ2 .
Recalling that the approximate solution metrics are the same used by the
second author in [29], we recover from [29, Proposition 2] the estimate of
the scalar curvature error. More precisely, we have that on the poly-neck
region {log ε ≤ t ≤ − log ε}∣∣χ1 (Rg1 −Rgε) + χ2 (Rg2 −Rgε) ∣∣ ≤ C1 εn−2 ρ1−nε ,
for some positive constant C1 > 0 independent of ε ∈ (0, 1). Now, using
Proposition 5, we show that the same bound holds for the TT -tensor error.
We claim that∣∣χ1 (|µ1|2g1 − |µε|2gε) + χ2 (|µ2|2g2 − |µε|2gε) ∣∣ ≤ C2 εn−2 ρ1−nε ,(36)
for some positive constant C2 > 0 independent of ε ∈ (0, 1). To see this fact,
we focus on the first summand on the left hand side (since the reasoning
can be repeated for the second one) and we observe that it is dominated by
|DgεX|
2
gε + |µ − µ1|
2
gε , where X solves LgεX = ♯divgεµ. Since |µ − µ1|
2
gε is
zero outside the boundary of the poly-neck and since it is clearly bounded
in the middle, we can concentrate on the squared pointwise norm of DgεX.
To keep this term under control, we recall from Proposition 5 that there
exists a positive constant C0 > 0 such that for sufficiently small ε’s
|DgεX|gε ≤ C0 ‖divgεµ‖E1
δ−2
ρδ−1ε .
At this point it is clear that if we show that |DgεX|
2
gε ≤ C3 ε
n−2 ρ1−nε , for
some C3 > 0, then our claim (36) will follows at once. Thus, thanks to the
last inequality, it is sufficient to show that
‖divgεµ‖E1
δ−2
≤ C4 ε
n−2
2 ρ
3−n
2
−δ
ε ,
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for some positive constant C4 > 0. Since 2−n < δ < (2−n)/2, this reduces
to proving that
|divgεµ|gε ≤ C5 ε
1
2
−δρδ−2ε and |∇ divgεµε|gε ≤ C6 ε
1
2
−δρδ−3ε .(37)
for some positive constants C5, C6 > 0. If we choose the constant 0 < c < 1
which appears in the construction of µ in Section 2 to be c = 3/(4 − 2δ),
then both these conditions are satisfied and we get the desired bound for
|DgεX|
2
gε . The claim (36) is now proven and we can deduce that the pure
error term can be estimated as
|F (0)ε | ≤ C7 ε
n−2 ρ1−nε .
As a consequence, we immediately get the following estimate
ρ2−γε |Fε(v)| ≤ C8
(
1+|v|+|v|2
)
ε1−γ (cosh t)3−n−γ+C9 |v|
2 ε2−γ(cosh t)2−γ .
Now suppose that v lies in a ball of small radius rε = ε
µ in C0(Mε), with
µ > 0 to be determined, and combine the estimate above with (34) to obtain
‖L−1gε ◦ Fε(v)‖F 0γ ≤ C10
(
1 + rε + r
2
ε
) [
ε1−γ + εn−2
]
+ C11 r
2
ε .
The definition of the γ-weighted norm implies
|L−1gε ◦ Fε(v)| ≤ C12
(
1 + rε + r
2
ε
) [
ε+ εn−2+γ
]
+ C13 r
2
ε .
Now, it is sufficient to choose a such that 0 < a < min{1, (n − 2) + γ} to
conclude that for ε sufficiently small the mapping L−1gε ◦ Fε send the ball
of radius rε = ε
a centered at the origin of C0(Mε) in itself. The fact that
L−1gε ◦ Fε is also a contraction in this ball follows from a direct and easier
computation, whose details are left to the reader.
Provided ε is chosen in a sufficiently small range, we can apply the con-
traction mapping Theorem and we obtain a fixed point vε for (31) and thus
a solution u˜ε = 1 + vε to (28). The fact that vε and hence u˜ε is smooth,
follows from the elliptic regularity theory, using a standard boot strap argu-
ment. Since vε lies in a ball of radius rε = ε
a in C0(Mε), we deduce at once
that the new solutions of the constraint equations converge to hold ones on
the compact sets of Mi \ K, i = 1, 2, with respect to the C
0-topology, as
ε→ 0.
To obtain the smooth convergence claimed in the statement of Theorem 1,
it is now sufficient to combine this C0-bound with interior Schauder estimate.
To see this fact we show how it is possible to obtain the C2,α-control on
the compact subsets of M1 \ K. The same argument can be applied with
minor changes in order to obtain Ck,α-convergence on the compact subsets
of Mi \ K, for i = 1, 2 and every k ∈ N. We fix now a compact subset
Q ⊂M1 \K and thanks to [17, Proposition 6.2], we have that
‖vε‖
(0)
C2,α(Q)
≤ A0
[
‖Fε(vε)‖
(2)
C0,α(Q)
+ ‖vε‖C0(Q)
]
,(38)
where the interior norms ‖·‖
(σ)
Ck,α(Q)
correspond to the interior norms | · |
(σ)
k,α;Q
defined in [17]. From (38) we deduce that there exists a positive constant
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A1 > 0 such that
‖vε‖
(0)
C2,α(Q)
≤ A1
[
‖F (0)ε ‖
(2)
C1(Q)
+ ‖vε‖C0(Q) + sup
Q
d2p |vε|
2
+sup
Q
d2p |vε| |Rg1 −Rgε | + sup
Q
d3p |vε| |∇(Rg1 −Rgε)|
+sup
Q
d2p |vε|
∣∣|µ1|2g1 − |µε|2gε∣∣ + sup
Q
d3p |vε| |∇(|µ1|
2
g1 − |µε|
2
gε)|
+sup
Q
d3p |∇vε| |Rg1 −Rgε | + sup
Q
d3p |∇vε|
∣∣|µ1|2g1 − |µε|2gε∣∣
+sup
Q
d3p |∇vε| |vε|
]
,
where dp is a short notation for the distance to the boundary of the compact
set Q, namely dp := distg1(p, ∂Q). Now it is easy to check that, except for
the last three summands, the right hand side tends to zero, as ε → 0. On
the other hand, for ε sufficiently small, these last three terms involving the
first derivative of vε can be absorbed by the left hand side. Hence, there
exists a positive constant A2 > 0 and there exists a real number ε0, such
that for every ε ∈ (0, ε0]
‖vε‖
(0)
C2,α(Q)
≤ A2
[
‖F (0)ε ‖
(2)
C1(Q)
+ ‖vε‖C0(Q) + ‖vε‖
(2)
C0(Q)
‖vε‖C0(Q)
+ ‖Rg1 −Rgε‖
(2)
C0(Q)
‖vε‖C0(Q) + ‖|µ1|
2
g1 − |µε|
2
gε‖
(2)
C0(Q)
‖vε‖C0(Q)
+ ‖∇(Rg1 −Rgε)‖
(3)
C0(Q)
‖vε‖C0(Q)
+ ‖∇(|µ1|
2
g1 − |µε|
2
gε)‖
(3)
C0(Q)
‖vε‖C0(Q)
]
.
We deduce that vε → 0 on the compact subset of M1 \K with respect to the
C2,α-topology. As we have already observed, this argument can be easily
modified in order to deduce the smooth convergence on the compact subsets
of Mi \K, i = 1, 2. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
6. Localized gluing
In this section, we give the proof of Theorem 2. We will then show that the
generalized conformal gluing procedure used in [31] for compact manifolds
and here for AE and AH manifolds, can be, in a second hand, localized in
order to keep the original data outside a small neighborhood of the neck.
This technique, inspired by the Corvino Shoen method [14], was already
employed in [11] to localize the gluing of Isenberg, Mazzeo and Pollack [21].
Proof. Let χ be a non negative smooth cut-off function equal to 1 in a
neighborhood of ∂Kiε1 and equal to zero in a neighborhood of ∂K
i
2ε1 . On
Γi(ε1, 2ε1) set
Π˚ε = χΠ˜ε + (1− χ)Πi ,
g˚ε = χg˜ε + (1− χ)gi .
Then (˚gε, Π˚ε) coincides with the data (g˜ε, Π˜ε) in a neighborhood of ∂K
i
ε1 ,
and coincides with the original data (gi,Πi) in a neighborhood of ∂K
i
2ε1 . It
follows that ρ(˚gt, Π˚t) and J (˚gt, Π˚t) are supported away from the boundary
in Γi(ε1, 2ε1). Since the data constructed in [31] or here in the AE and
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AH case, converge uniformly, in any Ck,α norm, to the original ones on
Γi(ε1, 2ε1) we will have
lim
ε→0
ρ(K˚ε, g˚ε) = 0 = lim
ε→0
J(K˚ε, g˚ε) .
Theorem 5.9 and Corollary 5.11 of [11] provides 0 < ε2 ≤ ε1 such that for all
0 < ε ≤ ε2 there exists a solution (gˆε, Πˆε) of the vacuum constraint equations
which is smoothly extended by (g˜ε, Π˜ε) across ∂K
i
ε1 and by (gi,Πi) across
∂Ki2ε1 . 
7. Constraint with cosmological constant and constant
scalar curvature metrics
The previous constructions (conformal and local gluing) can be adapted
to the context of vacuum Einstein constraint equations with cosmological
constant
J(g,Π) := divg Π− d (trg Π) = 0(39)
ρ(g,Π) := Rg − |Π|
2
g + (trg Π)
2 = 2Λ .(40)
As an interesting example we mention the case of the hyperbolic space Hm
viewed as horizontal slice in AdS space time. In fact it is well known that
this object satisfies the equations above with Λ = −m(m− 1)/2 and Π = 0.
To adapt our construction to this case it is sufficient to replace the condition
τ = m (which is natural when Hm is viewed as a slice in Minkowsky space-
time) by τ = 0, as in the AE case.
Others interesting examples are given by constant scalar curvature Rie-
mannian metrics. In fact these are time symmetric (Π = 0) solutions to the
vacuum Einstein contraint with cosmological constant Λ. In [29] and [30]
generalized connected sum of such metrics have been obtained by the second
author. The adaptation of these conformal gluing to the non compact AE
and AH context proceed exactly as in our proof of Theorem 1 and in fact
it is easier. Also, the adaptation of the localized gluing proceed exactly as
in Section 6, the no KID’s condition being here that the adjoint DR(g)∗ of
the linearized scalar curvature operator has no kernel on Γi(ε1, 2ε1).
8. Concluding remarks
We have shown that the generalized connected sum of some class of solu-
tions to the Einstein constraints equations can also be performed in natural
non compact setting such as AE or AH manifolds, as far as the submanifold
we cut around is compact. In addition, we have shown that whatever the
manifold is compact or not, the conformal gluing procedure can be localized
in a neighborhood of the poly-neck region.
To conclude, we list some open questions which will be the object of
further investigation.
1) In the non compact setting it would be natural to consider the con-
nected sum along non compact submanifold so :
a) It seems that the conformal gluing could be adapted to this situation,
provided the submanifold itself present a suitable asymptotic behavior.
b) The ‘localized gluing’ need also to be understood in this case. A closely
related question is the gluing along an horizontal band in the (half space
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type) AH context. It seems to us that in this situation one could overcome
some of the scaling difficulties encountered in [12].
2) So far, the localized gluing procedure can be applied only after the
conformal one is performed. It will be interesting to understand under which
hypothesis one can produce a localized gluing directly (see the unfortunate
tentative in [9] section 5 withdraw in [10]).
3) It will be interesting to see if the generalized gluing can produce black
hole with special topology.
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